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About This Game

Dragonward is a retro-inspired arcade game with focus on resource management. It features a simple yet beautiful 4 colors pixel
art and remarkable chiptune music.

You're a newbie traveler on the road to the dragon's nest. Your objective is to slay the dragon, save the realm and, of course,
become The Dragon Slayer!

Gameplay:

Walk a lot;

Fight fearsome monsters;

Live odd events;

Make choices to survive;

Save money for the lunch, or lose it on a dice game;

Cook on the firepit;

Venture in dangerous dungeons;
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Walk more;

Step over deadly traps;

Collect mysterious writings;

Get stronger;

Take rides with experienced people;

Beat the mighty dragon;

It also features an offline score board, so you can compete with the grandpa!
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Great game, clever puzzles with loads of additional content after the main storyline. The previous title is also worth a play.. First
of all it's a free game.
Secondly free 100% and 4 achievements in less then 5 minutes :)
Gameplay not that much to do.
Graphics is artsy like a 3 year olds drawing.. I fully recomment this wagon pack to anyone who fancies an extra few wagons in
there add-on collection. It come's with high quality liveries and also has the wagon sound effects which I love and all in a small
price of \u00a32.99 it's well worth it. For myself I use these nearly everyday.. It's fun but just a bit more depth and variety and
this would have been a real gem. The concept deserves to be fleshed out more because its an excellent idea.. The full (German)
review can be found on my blog[www.jack-reviews.com].

Blitz Breaker is a very simply game. You hurl yourself into one of four directions and as soon as you hit something (could be a
wall, a magnet, a conveyor belt), you can move again. That's how you try to avoid a series of obstacles - lasers, spikes, buzz
saws, mines - while gathering keys to finish the level. All the while a timer counts down, which can only be increased by
gathering coins.
And when you're finished with a world, you're confronted by a boss that needs to be defeated.

That's all there is, really. Nice enough to waste some time. At first anyway. But some stages just drag on and on, which doesn't
fit the concept as far as I'm concerned. The final world is the worst offender. And since the last level asked me to move back
and forth between multiple rooms (instead of simply moving forward), I had to stop before reaching the final boss. I just
couldn't manage to finish more than one room before something got me killed. So good luck finishing the arcade run, where you
go through the whole game at once. Not with a single life, though. That would be crazy.

So, would I recommend the game? For the first few worlds anyway. After that, it might get too frustrating. Or maybe I just
suck.. I wanted to like this game, it's Usagi Yojimbo!

But no, the combat is super weak, not enjoyable at all nor does it flow well.

I will be asking for a refund.. Quite nice game.
Reminds me old tetris style games with easy rules, but entertaining.
I liked to blast the balls as fast as I could, till the moment, when somehow called me in the office.
Really nice fast game in which you can spend time.. Quite fun little game. Simple mechanics makes it super easy to dive right
in.. If you want a muscular wrist, this game is for you.. Awesome game and you can play dlcs with your freinds if you don't have
them so hats off to the devs for that. It plays like l4d2 but better. The way the characters move is very realistic (small but
immersive) and it's warhammer so everything is awesome about the world. Also it's better to play it with freinds, You don't need
3 others but the more the marrier.
In conclusion 9\/10 for a L4D2 style melee game
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let us list the reasons this game should not be purchased for any price-

the moment you boot up the game, you're hit with a securom security code thingymadoodle.
this doesn't even work and in most cases won't even let you into the game.

the security thingy only gives you a few licenses so, even though you paid for the game with your own money, you're limited to
how many times you download the game.

if you happen to get past all the security stuffs, the game is awful. it has terrible controls and the graphics look less pixelated and
more compressed JPEG.

have fun kids.. For now I'm giving this game a thumbs up but only for die-hard tycoon fans like me who don't expect much
value yet who mainly want to support the developer so he can continue working on the game. For everyone else please consider
this review a thumbs down.

The game currently is not bad, but it's not good either. It's somewher inbetween. You can currently choose to play sandbox in
either a small market or a somewhat larger one. There are about half a dozen shelve types, fridges and one freezer and a few
cashier points you can build and and almost 100 items you can stock your shelves and fridges with.

The game is in a really early state and you can immediately tell after playing for a short time. It has quiet a few bugs although
the game just released today, so the dev's might be able to fix many of the bugs in the comming days. The game currently
doesn't offer too much playtime yet as it's too barebones and lacks certain features which one would expect from such a tycoon
game.

But it's early access and in my opinion it shows great promise and has a really good foundation. Whether or not the game will
become really good depends on how well the development will continue.

So if you are a die hard tycoon fan and would like to support the devs and test the game for them and see how it developes then
buy it now. Otherwise check back in a month or two or maybe later to see how the game progress.

I have played my fair share of really bad tycoon games but this one is off to a good start and can become a great game if
development is done right.. It is a good game however there are things H&G or DOI do better:

Pros:
- Great sound and atmosphere
- Building are well built with lots of holes between planks allowing enemies to be seen inside building and shoot them before
- Graphics are good enough, even on lowest settings (and has an original drawn map)
- Has OK movement: it allows to sprint, crouch, prone and even peek using q and e (however peek is bad)

Cons:
- Few players playing, got on a server with 6v6 and that was the total number of players in the game probably
- No auto team balancing (you can just move to the winning team even if they have more players)
- Map(s?) (only played on one capture the flag) are way to big and unlike h&g it has no spawn on vehicles (compensated with
the infinite stamina)
- Firing weapons can feel a little cheap and plasticky especially with the machine gunner

Overall, I would recommend you to at least try it as it falls between a game like H&G and probably Arma since you need to
position yourself carefully.. love it .grouping in a hightclub listerning to your favs nice one just needs more intaction. Wanted to
get into the gameplay, couldn't figure out what button corresponds to the back button on the guide in the menus, so glad there
was a demo so I could see how little effort they put into porting the game. Maybe I could launch into gameplay on infant mode
and see what happens, but that has different controls from what I did see in that, at the least, all attacks hit all of the body, so
there aren't multiple attacks? I don't know, the game has less clear with its interface than the older monster hunters. OH AND I
ALMOST FORGOT, there is no way inside the game to actually close it, so I had to alt tab out, close it and now I can't relaunch
or uninstall as it is still running. WOW.
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